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Impact On The Leadership Of Village Head (Lurah) For Society Participation Level In The National Program Of Society Empowerment Independent Urban (PNPM-MP) is a study carried out in the area of Kedaton village, Bandar Lampung. This study aims to determine how much influence the leadership of the village head (Lurah) of the level of community participation in a government program.

This research used quantitative method. The population in this study is using purposive sampling technique of the whole householder that exist in the scope of National program of society empowerment independent urban in Kedaton Village, particularly in the first Environment, second Environment, and third Environment for Kedaton village are 189 sample. the sample was able to obtained the data by the method of questionnaires distributed to the entire number of samples which have been determined. Data were analyzed by using SPSS20 Program.

The results showed that there is a positive and significant impact between Leadership Village Head (Lurah) of Society Participation Level In The National Program Of Society Empowerment Independent Urban (PNPM-MP) in Kedaton village. the value contribution of the impact obtained from the product moment in correlation formula SPSS20 program is 22%.
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